Front-end Developer & UX UI Designer
Name: Thiago Lucio Bittencourt Thomaz Silva
email: thiagolucio@gmail.com
https://thiagolucio.com.br
Linkedin:https://www.linkedin.com/in/thiago-lucio-bittencourt-b0452825/?locale=en_US
Phone/ WhatsApp: +55 48 984037518
PROFILE RESUME: Working throughout the Front-end creation and implementation cycle.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE (five last):
ATOS SE - Technology S.A : (July/2021 - Now)
Front-end UX/ UI Developer - Working with Front-end development in national and
international projects in different market areas, implementing Front-end using different
Front-end and Backend technologies. Working remotely with national or international agile
teams. Acting on improving interfaces using usability and interaction techniques in Front-end
projects including prototyping.
https://atos.net/
NSC Comunicações S.A (Globo Network of Television in SC State): (March/2020 - July/2021).
Front-end UX/ UI Design Developer - Working with Study and creation of Interfaces and
development of Front-end Applications. Working on experimental strategic projects testing
the future possibilities of Solutions that the company will launch on the market, doing the
experimentation to segment or discard such a project for future versioning. Working remotely
/ in-person / Coworking with high-performance teams.
Usually technologies: HTML5, CSS3 (pre-processors), StyleComponents, ReactJS,
NextJS, GraphQL, Git, Webpack, Yarn, npm, Drupal, Semaphore, Jira, Github, Bitbucket,
Linux, Adobe XD, Figma, Gimp, Gravit Design, AWS, S3, and Alexa Skills development.
https://www.nsccomunicacao.com.br/#home
CharCode Shred Software House: (October/2019 - Today). Front-end UX/ UI Design Developer
working with UX/ UI working with UX/ UI and design creation based on these studies.
Performing design implementation in Front-end projects using the most common libraries in the
market such as Bootstrap, Ant Design, Semantic UI and Material UI. Using Front-end
Frameworks, mainly ReactJS and Web Components with HTML5, CSS3 and CSS preprocessors as
well as JavaScript at the Design level on these interfaces. Lots of UX analysis with prototyping for
approval by the Company's customers.
Leading the Design and Front-end processes in remote projects being developed for the

Company's customers. Developing websites with pure coding (without WordPress or other
Managers). Working with Front-end development team and improving knowledge in
programming focused on API consumption and search engine optimization.
http://www.charcode.com.br
4Effect Startup Software House: (November/2017 - October/2019). Front End UX / UI
Developer - Working with systems development teams creating and developing Frontend.
http://www.4effect.com.br
Nexxera Fintech Group: (April/2014 - November/2017). Web Designer/ Frontend UX/ UI Design
Developer performing the study of requirements analysis for study and creation of renewed
Design and the interfaces of the company's software projects in the conversion of legacy
systems into new web versions using new technologies of the time such as AngularJS, Angular 2
and Libraries such as Angular Material and Bootstrap (releases at the time).
Implementing new interfaces (UI) using these same Libraries in the company's legacy
Systems versions, generally made in Java, JSP, and other legacy technologies of the time.
Creating Landing pages and websites of the company's products and intranet using new
technologies previously mentioned as well as WordPress and Joomla.
Technologies involved: HTML5, CSS3, Sass, SCSS, JavaScript, TypeScript, CoffeeScript, AngularJS
(2-4), Angular Material, Bootstrap, WordPress, Joomla and a lot of Design in Adobe Illustrator
and Photoshop.
https://www.nexxera.com/
Pauta Distribution and Logistic (e-commerce Industry): (Out/2009 a Fev/2014). Senior Web
Designer / Front End UX/ UI Design Developer Responsible for the entire Industry e-commerce
Front-end, forming a team of 2 people with the Back-end Developer.
Implementing the concept of “Early adopter” in the implementation and
experimentation of new changeable designs within the Company's e-commerce to discover how
the User experience (UX) would impact the e-commerce sales volume and also analyzing and
implementing strategies of marketing based on the analysis of the results in real-time of
e-commerce. The e-commerce in question was responsible for an average value of R $
130,000.00 per day in sales. Creating Sites for the company's products, Landing pages, and
Campaign Hot pages in short terms.
Creating Sites using CMS platforms such as Joomla and WordPress for retailer
distributors, customers of the Industry.
Creating and editing animations and videos for User training and Events.
I still provide services to the company until today as a private customer as Web Designer
and Front-end Angular e-commerce.

Technologies involved: HTML, CSS, MySQL, PHPMyAdmin, WordPress, Joomla, Design with
Photoshop, Fireworks, Illustrator, Bootstrap, JQuery, JQuery UI, JQuery Mobile, JSP.
http://www.pauta.com.br

EDUCATION:
- Postgraduate degree - Interaction Design (UX/ UI).
Itajaí Valley University (UNIVALI) - 2016 - 2018.
- Bachelor’s degree - Web Development and Interface Design.
The South of Santa Catarina University (UNISUL) - 2009 - 2013.
- Bachelor’s degree - Systems Analysis.
Estácio de Sá University (UNESA) - Rio de Janeiro - 1998 - 2002.
TECHNICAL COURSES AND CERTIFICATES:
I've several technical and professional courses in my professional profile. As there are many
achievements, I'll not describe them all here, but they are in the Design, UX, UI, and Web
Development segment. I have several certifications and they can be viewed. If you wish, please
contact me so that I can grant you access to my Cloud Drive with my Certificates.

LANGUAGES:
- English (Advanced)
- Spanish (Advanced)
- Portuguese Native (Brazilian)

REFERENCES:
All my references can see at my Linkedin Profile in section "Recommendations".
https://www.linkedin.com/in/thiago-lucio-bittencourt-b0452825/?locale=en_US

